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results, you must maintain a continued desire for self-

improvement in order to sustain results.

Set Your Intentions

*Please note: If you are reading this workbook through Kindle,

other eBook readers, or audio, you will need a pen and paper

handy while you work through this book! You can also visit my

website at www.awakenyourmindlive.com and there are PDF

worksheets under the resources tab. Otherwise, there will be

spaces for you to write directly in the book.

To help guide you through this interactive workbook, it will

be good to set an intention now by answering (if you can)

these questions:

1. What core beliefs are you hoping to change with CBT?

�…

2. What place do you hope to arrive at once you’re able to learn

these strategies?

�…

3. Why do you want to change your thoughts and behavior?

�…
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I S  IT  R I G HT  FO R  M E ?

Beck’s theory taught us that our automatic thoughts are

caused by an event or situation that we believe to be impact‐

ful. I call these activating events, and they can be just about

anything, from repeated neglect and disregard from a parent,

to going into the grocery store and having a negative experi‐

ence (anxiety or panic attack, etc.).

Beck’s theory is laid out below:
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The Cognitive Model is a great landscape for figuring out

how our thoughts and perception of life influences how we

feel and behave. If our perceptions are distorted or unhelp‐

ful, then we’re going to experience some distress. Using that,

one of the best ways to use the Cognitive Model is to iden‐

tify what cognitive distortions you may have, which you will

learn more about in the next chapter.

Along with the CBT Triangle, the Cognitive Model is at the

heart of CBT. Automatic thoughts are not the only negative

thoughts you may experience, however. While automatic

thoughts are caused by an activating event, an intrusive

thought can appear out of nowhere. Intrusive thoughts are

those negative, unwelcome, and sometimes frightening

thoughts previously mentioned. If you tend to have intrusive

thoughts that don’t seem like the type you want to be having,

you might start to fear your own mind, or feel hopeless.

Both automatic and intrusive thoughts that are negative can

lead to negative behavior, such as fixed ideas of being unat‐

tractive, stupid, worthless, etc., or even lead to thoughts of

self-harm and suicide. These thoughts are the effects of the

cognitive distortions within us. Both kinds are subconscious,

and in this workbook, you are going to learn how to identify

them.

How Does It Work?

In his book, Limitless: Upgrade Your Brain, Learn Anything

Faster, and Unlock Your Exceptional Life (2020), Jim Kwik
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mentions that as human beings, we aren't destined to feel or

create fear. Our brains are designed to keep us from doing

such things, because they’re actually designed to keep us safe.

In line with Aaron Beck’s findings, the contemporary theory

behind CBT attests that:

Unhelpful ways of thinking contribute to

psychological issues.

Learned behavioral patterns that are unhealthy

contribute to psychological issues.

These problems can be nurtured through healthy

coping mechanisms, in order to relieve suffering.

This is further laid out in the CBT Triangle.

The CBT Triangle

The basics of the CBT Triangle:

Situations are any time something happens in your

life.

Thoughts are your interpretations of those

situations.

For example: If a stranger looks at you with an angry expression,

you could think: “Oh no, what did I do wrong?” or, “Maybe they

are having a bad day.”
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Emotions are feelings or states of mind, such as

happy, sad, angry, or worried. Emotions can have

physical components as well as mental, such as low

energy when feeling sad, or a stomachache when

nervous.

Behaviors are your physical, verbal, or emotional

responses to a situation. Behaviors include actions,

such as saying or doing something (or choosing not

to say or do something).
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Try This: Now it’s your turn to use the CBT Triangle!

In the center of the triangle above, write an

“activating event” that sticks out to you. This could

be anything you know that triggered certain

unpleasant thoughts, feelings, and behaviors for you.

After writing in your activating event, go ahead and

write on the outside of the triangle the thoughts,

emotions/feelings, and behaviors you are able to

pinpoint based on the event. This is a chance for you

to understand how your thoughts,

emotions/feelings, behaviors are all influenced by

one another.
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thoughts, cognitive distortions, and new rational thoughts,

in that order). Otherwise, use the spaces below:

Step One: In the space below, write down any automatic

thoughts you’re experiencing. Then, read them aloud several

times to really let them sink in.

�…

Step Two: I want you to label what types of cognitive

distortions your automatic thoughts fall under. Are they Black

and White Thinking, Jumping the Gun, Personalization, etc.?

Make a mind map if you find that helpful.

�…

Step Three: Write down your new, rational thoughts.

�…

For example: instead of thinking, “I should have made something

else for dinner,” you can write, “I made alfredo and watched as

everyone around me enjoyed it and all that was on their plate. It

was a good meal.”

Now, take a minute to analyze your results.
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Do you notice a gap between what you believe to be true, and what

is objectively true? Do you believe those things will bring

you joy?

Write as many or as few automatic thoughts as you want.

After having a pleasant day, you might not have anything to

record, but after a big event or conflict, you might have to

work through a lot.

I’ve found that after years of doing this, I’m much better at

catching my brain in the middle of a cognitive distortion. I’m

more comfortable recognizing that, at best, my negative self-

talk isn’t even rational. At worst, it’s exaggerated or over‐

dramatic.
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Try This: Go ahead and fill in the spaces of Maslow’s Pyramid

above. Think about each level and relate them to your own life.
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Consider: What do you eat, where do you work, how do you

feel about yourself everyday? Reflect on your daily life and

ask yourself if the ways your needs are being met are actually

helping you reach your goals or not.

How can you reach fulfillment if you are still wondering

how you’re going to eat, or if you are grappling with an

eating disorder? How can you reach fulfillment if you don’t

have job security and don’t know where your money is

coming from?

The longer the first level goes unsatisfied, the more neces‐

sary it will become, making it harder to reach a level of

growth. Then, the harder it is to progress to the second,

third, and fourth levels! Each level doesn’t need to be

completely satisfied, but you more or less need to feel satis‐

fied in order to continue meeting the next level of needs.

The point is that we as human beings have BASIC HUMAN

NEEDS that have to be fulfilled, and this is what we want to

look for when we are thinking about our outcomes and the

results we want.

There’s no perfect way to approach Maslow’s Pyramid,

because self-actualization won’t look the same for all of us.

However, there are eight behavioral changes Maslow

believed could point you in the direction of growth. In his

book, The Farther Reaches of Human Nature (1971), Abraham

Maslow describes the needs as such:
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1. Become more present

Maslow described self-actualizing individuals as people who

are selflessly present. “Self-actualization […] means experi‐

encing fully, vividly, selflessly, with full concentration and

total absorption,” (M. Davis, 2019). This means going about

your life without dwelling on the past. When you’re present

and you focus on your current life, that is a self-actualizing

moment in itself. Why? Because when we’re present, we’re

able to understand our experiences.

2. Be aware of the choices you make

From the moment you wake up, you are presented with

choices: Will I go to work today? Will I go back to sleep? What

will I have for breakfast?

Maslow argued that these choices are either “progressive” or

“regressive”. This means that one choice, such as the choice

to get out of bed, will lead you to the next choice. This

means that you are moving forward in life and you are satis‐

fying your needs in the process. This is the progressive

choice because it encourages growth, whereas a regressive

choice could be you feeling too tired so you go back to sleep

and you miss work. By making a decision like this, you are

choosing to sabotage the second level of needs: safety. Your

safety becomes compromised; say you lose your job! You

now have a lack of financial security.

“It means making each of the single choices about whether

to lie or be honest, whether to steal or not steal at a partic‐
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ular point, and it means to make each of these choices as a

growth choice” (M. Davis, 2019). It’s easy to go by instincts

and only do what makes us feel comfortable. You just have to

ask yourself; will this choice benefit me in the long run? Will

it meet my needs?

3. Get to know the person you are

Striving for self-actualization implies there’s an actual self to

be actualized in the first place. Getting to know your

internal self won’t be achieved all at once. The entire process

of CBT and self-health journeys are about getting to know

yourself in order to change. By committing to this, you are

reinforcing the promise to change.

4. Be honest

I mean, be polite, but live with integrity. Being honest, espe‐

cially with yourself, is how you take responsibility for your

behavior and your thoughts. You can’t grow if you don’t

acknowledge you have areas that need growth, and if you

don’t acknowledge the aspects of yourself that need to be

changed.

5. Don’t stress about conforming

You’ve learned that most cognitive distortions deal with

your inner self in relation to the people around you.

Learning about yourself means you are relying on your own

judgment instead of the wills of others. Maslow argued that

this change could cause you to feel unpopular in your rela‐
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tionships, but “being okay with that was something he

believed was indispensable for self-actualization” (Bigthink,

n.d.).

6. Continuously self-actualize

As you know, working on yourself will never end. It’s about

satisfying your needs so you can enjoy your growth periods.

Self-actualizing includes realizing your abilities every

second of every day. What task or skill are you capable of

accomplishing right now? People who are self-actualizing

are constantly striving to be their best selves.

7. Acknowledge your great experiences

Moments that feel good, these “peak” experiences, are liter‐

ally moments of self-actualization. This is because in those

moments, you are filled with pleasure. It isn’t productive to

actively search for these moments (and this makes living in

the present more difficult). They are to be acknowledged

when they happen because reveling in your positive,

uplifting moments allows you to feel motivated to continue

on this journey.

8. Be prepared to get familiar with psychopathology

Sounds scary, but all this means is that you need to be

prepared to confront the most difficult, upsetting aspects of

yourself. You have to be willing to challenge who you have

been if you want to realize who you are and who you can be.

This is a painful process for most, because our defense
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systems flare up when our core beliefs are being challenged.

This is what you’re striving to break down though because

these defenses are what have been holding you back.

The Franklin Reality Model

Designed by Hyrum Smith, co-founder of Franklin Covey,

The Franklin Reality Model helps alter behavior by figuring

out what principles are contributing to that behavior.

He had great focus on the question: Will the results of your

behavior meet your needs over time?

If the answer is yes, then you have good, adaptive beliefs. If

you no, then you must examine your “belief window”. Your

belief window is similar to your subjective lens, because your

ideas are being filtered based on your values and beliefs.

What drives us as human beings and individuals?

Everyone wants to love and be loved. We want to live and

survive. We want to feel important and a sense of belonging.

So, what The Reality Model and Maslow’s Pyramid do: They

help you uncover the reasons you act the way that you do.

Your emotions do not spawn from nothing.

Being able to shape your beliefs begins with deciding what is

and isn’t serving you. The model goes back to the basics of

CBT. It’s our principles in that belief window which we

know is ultimately driving our behavior.
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Below is an outline of The Reality Model. Challenge yourself

to begin this process by keeping these Seven Natural Laws of

the model in mind:

1. If the results of my behavior don’t meet my needs,

then I know there’s a false principle in my belief

window.

2. The results will take some time to measure.

3. Growth is in the process of changing the principles

in my belief window.

4. Deep and unmet needs result in addictive behavior.

5. If my self-worth is based on anything external, I’m in

big trouble.

6. As the results of my behavior meet my needs over

time, I will begin to experience inner peace.

7. The mind naturally searches for harmony when two

opposing beliefs are presented.
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Try This: Go ahead and fill in the Reality Model based on

some of your core principles.

What beliefs would belong in your belief window? How do

your beliefs determine the rules you set for yourself? What

results in your behavior based on those rules, and are those

results meeting your needs?

To answer these questions and fill in the model, keep these

six rules in mind:

1. Identify your pattern of behavior. What behavior do

you seem to repeat over and over?

2. Identify what beliefs could be influencing your

behavior. What do you believe that convinces you to keep

repeating the same behavior?

3. Based on those beliefs, predict new behaviors for the

future. What could I do differently from now on?

4. Identify different beliefs. What could I change about my

beliefs?

5. Based on those new beliefs, predict new behaviors for

the future.

6. Now, compare steps three and five. What is the

difference between these behaviors?

If you are still struggling, take a look at the example below.

Hyrum's Reality Model uses the “If-Then Rules” to describe

what behaviors should be enacted in any given situation to

determine how to act. The very first step of his model
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addresses our needs. Based on our belief window, we think

“If this is true, then that will happen”. These If-Then Rules we

establish for ourselves become a part of our behavioral

patterns. The results are what we expected to happen, and

when we reach the feedback level, we are to examine if our

belief window satisfies our needs. If not, then something

needs to change.

For example:

You need to be at work by 9am.

You believe that taking the shortcut will get you there

on time.

According to your rules, if you take the main streets,

then you are going to be late because of traffic.

Your behavior looks like you honking at other cars,

speeding through lights or back-alleys or missing

traffic stops in order not to be late.

The results? Say you just barely make it on time.

You’re out of breath, full of adrenaline, and now you

have to go through work not as put together as you

were before.

Feedback? What if rushing like this becomes a habit?

What if the shortcut closed next time due to traffic?

What if speeding gets you pulled over by a cop?

Remember, your beliefs do not apply to everything and everyone.
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Just because you believe this will work for you, taking the

shortcut might work that time, but you’d be wise not to

make it a habit. If your behavior doesn’t meet your needs,

you know your belief window needs to change. Just looking

at life this way will provide the hints you need to realize that

your core beliefs need to be examined.

Clarify what the nature of your problems are and examine

the internal and external activators of the problem. Then,

identify a short-term positive and long-term positive

outcome involving your decided committed behavior.

You can use The Reality Model to identify what your core

beliefs are in any given circumstance. Not only that, but

you’ll be able to recognize your own attitudes toward your

beliefs, the attitudes you have towards the people in your

life, whether social or personal, and your attitude towards

the world.

What does my attitude have to do with anything?

Being able to identify the correlation between these attitudes

and your beliefs means you’ve reached a new level of aware‐

ness. Combining the meaning of both Hyrum and Maslow’s

models work great in conjunction with CBT because both

address the individual's needs.

How can you change your thoughts, feelings, and behavior if your

basic needs haven’t been met?
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Both models work to satisfy these basic human needs and in

turn are leading you to make behavioral changes. How? Your

belief window is what determines how you are going to meet

your needs. Meaning, based on your own understanding of

yourself and the world and what you believe to be true, that

understanding of reality is how you satisfy your needs.

It’s not easy to change your beliefs. That’s why beginning

CBT and approaching The Reality Model requires you to

make the commitment of wanting to change the ways you

interact with yourself and the world. With consistency, the

hard work will benefit you down the line, not just in that

moment.

Emotional Triggers

Now I want to talk to you about emotional triggers.

Emotional triggers can be an object, a person, a memory, or

even a sight, sound, taste, or touch that provokes intense

emotions. Basically, an emotional trigger is anything that

stirs up negative emotions. Some people may think of trig‐

gers as those activating events we talked about. This is

because both spark past traumas that have been stored in us

for so long. Being triggered can often occur abruptly, when

you weren’t expecting it. Due to this, triggers are usually

hard to control. Sometimes they can feel subtle like not

knowing why you are irritated suddenly.
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The five primary emotions generally include:

joy

anger

disgust

fear

sadness

Note that some understandings of emotion also include feel‐

ings such as surprise, trust, anticipation, etc., or combine

some of these emotions based on the shared behaviors

exhibited. Anger and disgust, for example, are sometimes

mingled.

All three types of triggers include:

Anxiety Triggers: These are commonly linked to

stress and panic. The symptoms are related to

feelings of discomfort and worry. They can often be

chronic, especially if you have an anxiety disorder.

Anger Triggers: This type of trigger typically

shows up as bursts of anger or frustration. Since

anger is already an intense emotion, this trigger is

often especially hard to control. Your pulse might

start racing, you may yell, shout profanity, and

threaten violence, and possibly engage in other

aggressive behaviors. Another associated behavior

is lashing out at yourself and the people around

you, something I personally struggle with.
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Substance abuse can especially aggravate anger

triggers.

Trauma Triggers: Trauma triggers are typically

associated with PTSD because this type of trigger

reminds a person of an extremely negative, painful

past. It’s especially common in veterans of war and

abuse survivors. People who deal with trauma

triggers tend to exhibit avoidance behavior. This

means that they avoid anything and anyone that

could set them off. What’s also interesting about

trauma triggers is that they can spontaneously

appear in memories and dreams. People who

struggle with this trigger often relive the harmful

experience and may show symptoms like vomiting

or hyperventilating.

For example: A High Schooler has a fear of water because of a near

fatal drowning experience when they were younger. This student

has avoided water ever since. In gym class, this student is being

told that swimming is mandatory, therefore emotionally triggering

them. They might experience anxiety, shaking, or nausea. Being

told to swim was an emotional trigger because it reminded them of

an extremely negative experience they tried hard not to think

about. So, when confronted with a trigger, they started to panic.

This would classify as a trauma trigger, because the students'

avoidance of triggering situations acted as their coping

mechanism to deal with their traumatic experience. This is

related to PTSD.
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In Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP), they address how

the body remembers and stores each and every one of our

experiences, especially the traumatic events that have

occurred in our lives. NLP classifies this as anchoring, the

“process of associating an internal response with some

external or internal trigger so that the response may be

quickly, and sometimes covertly, re-accessed” (Crowe-

Associates, n.d.). So, when something unique occurs at the

same time as heightened emotions, it can cause the same

emotional response as when the primary event first took

place.

What does this mean for me?

When you’re in a heightened emotional state, try and avoid

engaging with something that ties you to a negative

emotional response. This could be speaking to a certain indi‐

vidual or even watching a movie that causes you to feel trig‐

gered. The trick is to not anchor yourself in those emotions.

For example: The emotion anger is a pretty high level emotion.

When triggered, your blood pressure may rise or perhaps you’ll

blow up and say things you don't mean (or things you do mean that

come out too aggressive and harsh). An effective way to cope with

your anger would be to allow your Central Nervous System to

calm before you start taking action. You want to be able to decide

whether or not speaking or reacting outwardly will prove to be

helpful for you and whoever you’re engaging with.
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Triggers Exercise

Try This: Here’s an exercise you can try in order to help you iden‐

tify your emotional triggers.

When you’re calm and you feel like you can understand your

cognitions, go ahead and take a few minutes to write down

the types of signs and signals within your body that you’re

experiencing in the space below: (This means noticing if your

blood pressure does indeed rise when you’re angry, maybe your

nostrils flare, or maybe you’re like me and you feel like you are

clenching your jaw, or make a weird growling noise when you’re

angry)

�…

Ask yourself, what is triggering me to make me feel this way?

The result you want is being able to pinpoint that trigger so

you can figure out how to respond.

It’s helpful to establish at least three key ideas on how you

think you’re going to manage your anger response (or what‐

ever negative emotion you’re feeling). To do this, think about

what is going to make you feel better and allow you to cool

off. Write your guesses below:

1. �…
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2. �…

3. �…

Strategy: Anchoring

Mental anchoring can be used for good. This CBT strategy

is all about making positive associations instead of negative

associations to things and situations. It’s a way to alter an

unwanted feeling by replacing it with a helpful and

resourceful one. An NLP anchor creates a stimulus

response pattern so you can determine how you want to

feel. What this means is that you anchor, by creating a link

between the trigger in your brain and the feeling you want to

feel when being triggered. The formula for the stimulus

response pattern is the stimulus being an environmental cue

that triggers a reflexive response. The response is in the

form of a certain behavior.

Types of anchors:

Visual (sights)

Auditory (sounds)

Olfactory (smells)

Kinesthetic (touch)
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A famous example would be Russian physiologist Ivan

Pavlov’s experiment. He used a stimulus to produce a reac‐

tion. In the experiment, Pavlov used dogs to demonstrate

that hearing a bell ring would stimulate feelings of hunger.

This was done by consistently ringing the bell (stimulus) so

that the dogs would learn to associate it with food. “Pavlov

found he could eventually just ring the bell and the dogs

would start salivating, even though no food was given”

(Crowe-Associates, n.d.). The dogs were conditioned to

think about food and feel hungry at the sound of that bell. In

this conditioning experiment, the stimulus was the environ‐

mental cue of the bell, and the response was a specific

behavior.

More than just environmental cues can provide links

between other experiences as well. A specific shirt or

painting can inspire specific internal feelings just as the

sound of your mother’s voice can produce a certain feeling.

Feelings spawned from environmental cues can be positive

such as hearing a certain song that produces specific feelings

of joy or excitement.

The trick with anchoring is switching your response from

mindless (twitch, knee jerk, etc.), to one that you choose. You

want to choose your anchor based on how good it makes you

feel, rather than being anchored in a negative experience.

This is one of those strategies that will offer you more self-

control.
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Anchoring Exercise

For this exercise, place yourself in a quiet setting and take

deep breaths to calm your body. You’ll learn more about this

action in Chapter 7 when we reach Mindfulness.

1. Determine how you want to feel.

�…

2. Now, see if you can remember a moment where you

experienced your decided feeling.

�…

3. What kind of anchor (one of the senses) do you want to

use in order to ground yourself in a positive emotion instead

of anger?

�…

4. Ground yourself in that memory by thinking of all of the

sensory aspects associated with it: (What else did you hear?

See? Feel? You want to try to relive that memory the same way you

would a negative experience. You want to feel like it’s happening

all over again so you can trigger your desired feeling when you

experience a negative trigger)
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�…

For example:

If you are experiencing an anger trigger or you’ve been able to

identify it as one of your problems, you probably want to feel calm

and relaxed.

Think of a moment where you were at peace such as a yoga retreat

or maybe a day on the beach.

Say you choose a beach memory. Maybe you choose sound as your

anchor, in which case your anchor could be the sound of the waves,

or seagulls flying by.

Now you close your eyes and use the sound of the waves or seagulls

to really take you back to that memory. This is where you begin

anchoring yourself in that relaxed feeling.

Go ahead and try this exercise now, and write down what

you experienced. As with all skill learning exercises,

repeating this anchoring technique is surely a way for you to

tackle your triggers head on.

Strategy: Fact-Checking

Fact-checking, like anchoring, is an emotional regulation

tool. It allows you to identify what specific emotions you’re

feeling, and helps you to see the factors that are causing

those emotions to rise within you. This strategy will ask you

to provide evidence that supports your negative assump‐
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I take very good care of my pet(s)

People respect me as a person

I can make sense of most things

I am a good daughter/son

I procrastinate a lot

People often ignore me

I am usually on time to work

I try very hard at what I do

I care very little about what others think of me

I am a funny person

I have healthy hair

I could take better care of myself

People care more for others than they do me

My friends don’t actually like me

I am a nice person

Were you honest? Can you provide evidence for the ones

you marked as fact? Write down your thoughts now.

�…

The goal of fact-checking is to help yourself recognize and

understand the behaviors and self-talk that you’re not okay

with. Refer back to The Reality Model. These behaviors are

probably very problematic in nature. The list is of course

examples, you should come up with your own set of phrases

you say out loud or to yourself on a regular basis. Your chal‐

lenge is to identify a specific scenario in which you may have
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had an irrational thought process to, where you have prob‐

lems that have occurred.

This is where you start to recognize what is happening in

your life to trigger the emotions that produce problematic

thoughts and behaviors.

What happened to make you angry and react irrationally? What

happened to make you think that you aren’t smart (etc.)?
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It helps to identify what kinds of thoughts are directing you

towards unhelpful, negative emotions. Be sure to mark the

date of each entry so you can keep track of your progress! If

you don’t currently have a journal you can use, practice this

exercise in the spaces below.

Step One: Think about a current situation or a situation that

has already occurred. Describe one or more where you

noticed an emotion from an objective standpoint. This

means that while you’re writing, pay attention to the facts of

the situation.

For example:

I got into an argument with my mother.

This morning I remembered that I owe a late fee on a bill.

�…

�…

�…

Step Two: Describe the emotions you felt during that situa‐

tion. Go ahead and write as many emotions that you felt at

the time.

During the argument, I felt angry, embarrassed, and

frustrated.

When I remembered the late fee, I started to panic and

worry.

�…
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�…

�…

I got into an argument with my mother. (anger)

(embarrassment) (frustration)

This morning I remembered that I owe a late fee on a bill

(panic) (worry).

Step Three: Think about how intense the emotions felt, and

rate them on a scale of 1-10, 10 being the highest level of

intensity and 1 being the lowest. If it helps, judge the inten‐

sity of your emotion by thinking about how you felt.

Before the argument, I felt mildly angry, but during the argument

my anger progressed to an extreme level. So, during the argument

my anger was definitely at a 10.

Or,

I got into an argument with my mother. (anger 10)

(embarrassment 7) (frustration 7)

This morning I remembered that I owe a late fee from not

paying that bill on time. (panic 8) (worry 10)

�…

�…

�…

Step Four: Now, see if you can identify the thoughts that

appeared during that moment and write them down. You

can use a word, sentence, or even describe an image that may
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have appeared. If you can’t remember, look at the emotion

you were able to identify and try to think about what might

have triggered that emotion.

I got into an argument with my mother. (anger 10)

(embarrassment 7) (frustration 7)

Thoughts:

She keeps interrupting me.

I’m going to cry.

�…

�…

�…

This morning I remembered that I owe a late book fee to

the library. (panic 8) (worry 10)

Thoughts:

I don’t have enough money for the fee.

I still don’t know where the book is.

How will I ask for help?

�…

�…

�…
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Try and complete a thought record at least once a day. The

more you do, the more you can become aware of your

thoughts and emotions working together. The next step is

where you begin working on how to monitor your moods.

Step Five: Using your thought record entries, write down

the feelings you noticed and any other physical sensations.

Did you get goosebumps? Did you start sweating or crying?

I got into an argument with my mother. (anger 10)

(embarrassment 7) (frustration 7): nostrils flare, racing

heartbeat, flushed face

This morning I remembered that I owe a late book fee to

the library. (panic 8) (worry 10): dizziness, sweaty palms,

nauseous feeling in my throat

�…

�…

�…

How did this exercise make you feel? I recommend that you try

keeping a thought record for at least a week to get the hang

of it. Try to track as many thoughts as you can that occur in a

negative situation. The more you are able to track your

thoughts, it will get easier to check in with your mood.

Strategy: Cognitive Restructuring

Cognitive Restructuring is a CBT skill that touches on the

ability to identify inaccurate patterns in cognition. It is

meant to help you reshape your thoughts to be more ratio‐
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nal. This can mean triggering more positive emotions,

gaining clarity, and being able to activate more productive

behavior. This skill targets where you’re currently at in being

able to recognize automatic and intrusive thoughts. From

there, cognitive restructuring will also help you build upon

your ability to recognize cognitive distortions.

Refresher: Automatic thoughts refer to those that instantly appear,

most often when triggered by an event. Intrusive thoughts are those

that are like clouds, they just drift by in your thinking.

It would be too easy to say that only replacing negative

thoughts with positive ones is the best way to change your

thought patterns. When not done with a more balanced set

of tools, positive thinking can become a way to ignore the

negative aspects in your life instead of confronting them.

That’s just denial, which will only hurt you more in the

long run.

Cognitive restructuring can almost be thought of as that

shade of gray we talked about in Black and White Thinking.

This is because cognitive restructuring is about not just

gaining the ability to conjure positive thoughts, but about

recognizing both positive and negative points of view.

Think about it: How good can you be able to decipher true

thoughts from false ones, if you aren’t able to understand

both the positive and the negative in a situation?

It’s possible that sometimes switching from a negative, irra‐

tional thought to a positive, rational one can instantly boost
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your mood. That’s not always the case. The best way to

achieve this ability is practicing it every day. It should

become automatic, a part of your cognition routine. Below

are the steps you can take to begin understanding the

process of cognitive restructuring:

Step One: Refer back to your thought record.

As previously instructed, think of a situation that made you

angry (or sad, distressed, etc.) and write it down. Then write

all the thoughts that popped into your head when you

started feeling angry. Pay attention to the moments that trig‐

gered negative thoughts and feelings. With cognitive restruc‐

turing, it’s very important to recognize exactly what is in the

negative automatic and intrusive thoughts. You can use the

space below if needed.

�…

Step Two: Look at the thoughts you were able to track and

choose an automatic one.

Focus on the one you think triggered negative emotions

within you and feels most distressing. If that seems too diffi‐

cult, look at what you’ve written and find the one that, at the

moment, makes you feel the worst. That will tell you which

thought gives you the strongest, negative emotion. Let’s use

all new examples this time:
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Automatic thought: “What if he doesn’t like me?” Which

can turn into this belief: “He’s not going to like me.”

Automatic thought: An image of you tripping on the stairs

before you go onstage, which can turn into this belief: “I’m

going to fall and everyone is going to laugh at me.”

If you haven’t already completed at least one thought record,

go ahead and take a few minutes to complete the above exer‐

cise before you continue.

In the following steps, we’ll begin breaking down the

different components of your logs.

Step Three: Begin to imagine the situation from different

points of views. Think of as many different perspectives as

you can. You can do this in many different ways, including:

1. Ask yourself these questions: What happens when I

believe these negative thoughts? What happens if I choose NOT

to believe these thoughts?

�…

By answering these questions, you can clearly see what

effects occur in your mind and body as a result of that

thought. From there you’ll be able to determine if that

thought is helping you or harming you. Harming you as in it

makes you feel negative about yourself. Helpful can mean
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that it doesn’t drag you down or keep you from feeling and

behaving positively.

For example, consider this event alone or as part of a thought

record:

You’re up for a spot on the track team, but a different person from

your class was chosen instead. This might make you feel disap‐

pointed, a natural response. It might cause you to think “I’m never

going to make it on the team now.”

Situation: You’re up for a spot on the track team, but a different

person from your class was chosen instead.

Automatic Thought: “I’m never going to make it on the team now.”

Belief: I’m not good at anything.

Take a moment to write down what beliefs you think your auto‐

matic thoughts stem from:

�…

How does a thought like that play a role in your life?

Well, when you believe it, that belief will transfer over to

other situations, not just when it comes to making the team.

You’ll probably feel worse and worse, your disappointment

transforming into depression possibly.
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How does this overflow of negativity work?

The more importance you put on one negative thought, the

more it really hardens into a belief and harms your overall

self-image. You probably won’t make the team next time

because of how little you believe in yourself now. Situations

like this can make you lose confidence in other aspects of

your life and you may go about other daily activities with

less enthusiasm.

Now, say you think, “I’m never going to make it on the team

now,” but this time you choose NOT to believe this thought.

You’ll probably still feel disappointed, especially if that’s

something you really wanted. But you’ll recover if you

choose not to believe it. Choosing not to believe a negative

thought can allow you to imagine different points of view

because you can imagine other possible truths to the situa‐

tion. Maybe something was off in your performance, and

instead of seeing that by reflecting on that moment, you

immediately decided you weren’t ever going to be good. This

is how tracking your thoughts will help you determine how

to improve in order to make the team in the future. The

more you practice, you’ll be able to automatically see other

perspectives in moments that make you feel bad about

yourself.
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2. Think back to the Fact-Checking strategy from

Chapter 3.

That strategy asked you to provide evidence that does and

does not support your negative assumptions. The point was

to differentiate your opinions from actual facts. This same

strategy is a helpful tool in learning how to imagine different

points of views.

Ask yourself: What is the evidence that proves my negative

thought is right? What evidence goes against my point of view?

Evidence “Proving” Negative Thought:

�…

Evidence Against Negative Thought:

�…

By asking yourself these questions you are learning how to

judge the accuracy of your thoughts. If no evidence supports

your automatic thought, then you can realize what belief is

encouraging that thought and determine why you behave in

response to your thoughts and feelings.

For example: Consider the track team example. Evidence you

might use to support the thought “I’m never going to make it on the

team now” can look like this:
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I trained for so long.

I’m a better runner than they are, so I should’ve gotten the

spot.

I’ll never be good enough.

The coach doesn’t like me.

These can work as evidence because it’s your belief in them

that proves “I’m never going to make it on the team now.”

Only considering these as evidence will obviously push you

to the idea that you’ll never make it.

Since you’re accustomed to justifying negative beliefs, it’s a

lot harder to ask yourself what evidence goes against your

negative thoughts. However, there’s almost always more to

the story, right?

Say it with me: your thoughts aren’t facts!

The following can look like evidence that goes against your

negative thought:

It’s okay that I didn’t make it because I can try out next

season, and I’ll have had more time to train anyways.

If track doesn’t work out, I can always try something else.

Just because I didn’t make this team doesn’t mean I won't

make a different one.

I know I tripped, so I can look back at my performance

and see where I need to improve. That way I’ll know how

to do better next time.
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Not all of these are super positive. The point is acknowl‐

edging the negative too, such as noticing that you tripped.

This is understanding the logical reason you didn’t make the

team. By finding evidence that challenges what you believe

to be true, you are turning super negative, distressing

moments into ones that are manageable. Doing so, you’re

not allowing your own negativity to overwhelm you and

take over your thought patterns.

If you find yourself having trouble identifying “evidence

against”, look back at the “evidence proves” list and look for

statements that only slightly resemble the truth. Think of

answering the “evidence against” question by trying to defend

the “evidence proves” list.

Is the evidence you are using substantial enough to be true?

This question is key here because you are essentially asking

yourself: Is this just a thought, or is this actually true? What

proves it’s true? What proves it’s false?

By answering both evidence questions, you are analyzing

your thoughts with the intentional purpose of learning how

to change your cognition. You’re able to understand the situ‐

ation clearly by determining what evidence actually supports

your assumptions and what doesn’t.

Something I want you to remember: Simply challenging

your negative thoughts is one of the kindest ways you can be

towards yourself! This is because you’re challenging that
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negative voice and are willingly working to make yourself

feel better.

3. What other different explanations are there?

Answering this question is another way of seeing alternative

points of view. Similar to providing evidence, you’re being

forced to consider possible explanations you didn’t think of

before. This is another key question that makes you analyze

your automatic thoughts to be able to discern your assump‐

tions from what’s actually true. Remember that we are seeing

the world through our subjective lenses, and the absolute

truths we hold dear are the real culprits of your negative

thought patterns. So, just asking yourself these questions is

forcing you to confront the things you believe about yourself

and the world. If you can think of other explanations other

than the one you’ve assumed, you need to weigh it with the

same amount of energy as you do your automatic thoughts.

For example: Cara is feeling sad because her friend John hasn’t

been hitting her up lately. She thinks she’s always the one to reach

out first and since John doesn’t do the same, Cara automatically

thinks he hates her, doesn’t want to be her friend, or doesn’t want to

hang out with her at all.

Maybe she’s right. Maybe John does actually hate her, but if

she can’t provide evidence, it’s just her assumption. Here’s a

list of alternative explanations to the ones she’s assumed to

be the reason:
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He’s in a new relationship and is spending all his time

with his girlfriend.

He’s been away from his phone a lot.

His phone broke and he doesn’t know how to reach out to

Cara (and that’s why he might not be responding too).

John feels like texting Cara out of the blue will bother her

(not an uncommon explanation).

Maybe he expects Cara to text first since that’s what she

always does anyways.

Some might be more realistic than others, but the point is

that Cara can’t support her own theory of him possibly

hating her, when a million other reasons could explain the

silence on his end. By being able to imagine possible expla‐

nations that differ from her automatic thoughts, she’s

gaining the ability to not rely on the truth of those automatic

thoughts as much as she once did. Cara will end up feeling

better because she isn't placing so much emphasis on the

negative ideas that pop up in her thought process.

4. What is the best and worst that could happen?

I mean really, will you survive the negative situation you’re

thinking of? Have you thought of confronting the problem?

What’s more likely, the best or worst outcome? Especially in

moments of anxiety and fear, it’s extremely helpful to iden‐

tify other possibilities. We tend to fixate on the worst which

is why negative thoughts can take over your mindset when

really the fixation is what is making you feel bad.
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First ask yourself: What’s the worst that could happen?

�…

Say Cara is thinking of confronting John to ask why he

hardly ever reaches out to her. Here is a worst-case scenario

Cara might think of:

John will be angry at me for even bringing it up and he’ll

say that’s why he never calls or texts. He thinks I’m

annoying and now he has a reason to stop being my

friend.

This is a detailed worst-case scenario and better explains

why she’s afraid to reach out now that she’s been thinking of

reasons he doesn’t call. Cara wants to ask herself why she

thinks talking to John will be bad. It’s more specific than just

saying “It’s going to go bad.”

After thinking about worst-case scenarios, ask yourself the

following:

Will I survive? What if it does go bad? How will it make me feel?

What are ways I can use to cope? How will I feel as time goes by?

When I look back on this moment, will confronting my negative

assumptions turn out to be the very best thing for me?
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These questions will offer perspective on the worst-case

scenario and like finding “evidence against”, the situation

will feel more manageable.

Cara might answer these questions like this:

It will be hurtful to lose a friend and I’ll feel really sad, but

I’ll survive. If it does go bad, I can call my other friend or

even a family member to keep me comfortable. A week later

I might still feel miserable about the situation, but I’ll have

had more time to process it. In a month, I might not feel as

sad, and I may even stop thinking about it for most of the

time. I think in a year I’ll have moved on and have made

better friends. That will actually work out for me, because I

don’t want a friend that thinks I’m annoying and would

rather not talk to me at all instead of being honest with me.

Now, let’s imagine a fleshed-out example of a best-case

scenario that Cara might imagine:

John will understand why not reaching out to me would

make me feel bad. He might say that he thought he’d be

bothering me and now he’ll know that isn’t the case. Now,

he’ll reach out more often and I can stop worrying that he

hates me and finds me annoying.

This could definitely be possible as a best-case scenario. Like

worst-case scenarios though, the best one typically isn’t the
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most likely to happen. Best-case scenarios don’t often play

out in our minds at all, but it’s necessary to envision more

than just bad outcomes.

After imagining both scenarios, now is when you identify

which is most likely to happen, the best or worst-case? You

can answer this by finding a gray area, a possibility between

the best and worst. A more effective answer would be gath‐

ering as much evidence as you can to support your ideas:

I honestly don’t know why John never reaches out, but if I

say something, he might be more understanding because

after all, we’re supposed to be friends. He might just be

really busy, so if I tell him what’s bothering me, he might

make more of an effort to hit me up. I have no reason to

assume he doesn’t like me because we have been friends for

so long.

Doing this exercise of imagining the best and worst-case

scenario might not rid you of your problem but imaging an

outcome outside of your anxiety and fear will help you feel

better and therefore handle the situation better.

5. If _______ were in this situation, what would I tell

them?

Answering this question will also help you develop a

different point of view. You know when people say, “Don’t

say to yourself what you wouldn’t say to your friend.” No?
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Imagine a friend came to you with the same problem as

Cara. What would you tell them? Would you only give them

a worst-case scenario? I know you know that it’s not easy to

get out of your head so you can think clearly, so imagining

the situation as if someone you care about was in your place

will help you depersonalize the situation and see other

perspectives better.

If _________ were in this situation, what would you tell them?

�…

6. What do I have control of in this situation?

Once you have tried the previous exercises, hopefully you

have a clear sense of the whole picture, not just your own

point of view. Gaining control over our experiences is ulti‐

mately what we want. By looking at the situation and

figuring out what you are capable of, you are not only being

more present for an upsetting circumstance, but you are

actively engaging with this experience. This is what you

want rather than allowing your negative thoughts, feelings,

and behaviors to run on autopilot.

Ask yourself: How will I realistically be able to deal with this

situation?

�…
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Answering this will allow you to not let the situation

determine how you act, but instead help you to see the situa‐

tion almost like an object that you can handle in the best way

that suits you. By trying this, you might feel more confident

in your ability to handle the situation. If you are struggling

with this question because you aren’t sure what is and isn’t

out of your control, consider the following:

What are possible solutions to my problem?

What are the best ways to solve my problem and how do I

act upon them?

While you brainstorm solutions there are two rules to

follow:

1. Write as many as you can.

2. Don’t edit them or analyze further until you’ve

finished with your list.

By creating a list of possible solutions, you’re analyzing

which are realistic and which aren’t. This will help you

decide how to act in a given situation if you have an idea as

to how you see your problem working out.

It’s best if you address your level of control after you’ve

recorded your thoughts. This point is to identify your nega‐

tive thought patterns first so you can then figure out how to

shift them toward positive outcomes. This is also a great way

to create action plans for situations that are distressing.
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Why? Because a lot of our stress, worry, and anxiety stems

from looking into the unknown. This means that not

knowing what could happen is what causes us to think of the

worst possible scenarios. And that, my friends, concludes

step three.

Step Four: Write a different response

After answering most of these questions you might already

feel a little better. Now, really challenge yourself to craft one

statement that responds to your automatic thoughts. As I’ve

said, I know it’s not easy to simply throw out negative

thoughts with positive ones, but allowing a different way of

responding to exist alongside your automatic thoughts can

help you acknowledge the negative without letting it control

you.

Try This: Think of this alternate response as crafting a belief to

challenge the one that pushes a negative automatic thought. For the

following example, refer back to the track team example:

Automatic Thought: “I’m never going to make it on the team

now.”

�…
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Belief: I’m not good at anything.

�…

Alternate Response: The more I practice, the better I’ll do.

�…

It’s most helpful to write down an alternate way of

responding in your log, but in other areas as well so you can

have it available whenever you need it. The more you get in

the habit of thought tracking, the easier cognitive restruc‐

turing will be for you. As always, practice, practice, practice!

It’s the only way to improve.

Tip: Put your alternate response on a sticky note by your

computer or on your fridge. Or even have it pop up as a

reminder on your phone!

The Power of Writing Things Down

I ask you to write things down for a very important reason.

Our brains latch onto information when you write things

down by hand, instead of just thinking or saying them out

loud. “Handwriting’s combination of motor skills, touch

sensation, and visual perception actually reinforces the

natural learning process” (Hauser, 2022).
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How? Your hand moves according to memory because of the

movement required to write the letters of the alphabet. In

research from Vargas and Yoon (2004), memory relates to

three processes in the brain: encoding (the process by which

information is put into memory), storage (the process by

which information is maintained in memory), and retrieval

(the process by which information is recovered from

memory)”.

When you write things down, your brain initiates your

encoding process. Encoding is the process of transferring

information to your brain’s hippocampus—where your

brain decides to store information for an extended period of

time, or to discard it. Writing things down is also useful

because whatever you’re writing is occurring in an external

storage space, such as the paper you are writing on. Having a

physical location for the information helps to materialize the

words also making it easier to access at any time.

In a journal, as a list, on a sticky note, or wherever else that is

easily accessible—it’s especially important to write down

your goals. Remember this when you approach the CBT

practices to help hold yourself accountable and stay on track.

Strategy: Journaling

Journaling is a classic way of understanding your thoughts. It

is helpful to write down the negative and positive thoughts

you have so you can vent your emotional experiences. This

can help you talk about them too because you are laying out
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what’s happening in your life instead of bottling your

emotions and feelings up. Journaling is one of the best ways

you can begin reflecting on your experiences. Don’t think

about following any rules because journaling is meant to be a

freeing experience.

Writing Exercises

Do a thought tracking journal at night. You can do

this just by listing things that pop into your head,

and don’t necessarily need to be automatic or

intrusive thoughts, just ones that stuck with you

that day.

Keep track of the new thoughts and behaviors you’ve

implemented into your practice. Again, putting your

goals and accomplishments down on paper helps you

be able to see how far you’ve come. It is helpful for

many to see their progress written so they are

constantly acknowledging how far they’ve come!
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B E G I N  T O  E M P OW E R  Y O U R S E L F

POSITIVE AFFIRMATION: I allow myself permission to grow.

Welcome to Chapter 5! If you’ve made it this far in the

workbook, congratulations! That shows you are dedicated to

seeing your healing through. Now that we’ve covered

emotional triggers and have gone in-depth as to how you

can control your emotions, this chapter will focus on

behavior related strategies and how they contribute to

changing our core beliefs.

You have a little bit of an idea about the primary aims of

CBT like how to alter self-defeating thoughts, tame over‐

whelming emotions, and control ineffective behavior. Some

of these strategies you will learn about in this chapter are

forms of cognitive restructuring because changing behavior

requires you to change your thinking around that behavior.
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Take a moment to answer these questions:

What is one CBT strategy that can alter your thinking

and how?

�…

List three cognitive distortions and explain their meanings.

(Name the ones you identify with the most!)

�…

What is your “belief window”, and how does that affect your

thought patterns?

�…

If you had trouble answering these questions, feel free to

review before you keep going. As you begin this chapter and

all the ones after, think about what you’ve learned so far, and

take those ideas with you as you continue on in the

workbook.

U N P ROVO K I N G  F E A R

We associate fear with negativity because of the way it

hinders so many from experiencing life in all its glory. This
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emotion may also seem negative because it can trigger anger

and sadness, but fear actually has a very useful purpose. It is

encouraged due to perceived threats, which we need in order

to know when we’re in danger. Fear is your body’s way of

telling you you’re not safe. This triggers your flight-or-

flight response, which is controlled by our Reticular Acti‐

vating System (RAS).

I mentioned the RAS in Chapter 1 in relation to our subjec‐

tive lenses. “The groupings of neurons that together make up

the RAS are ultimately responsible for attention, arousal,

modulation of muscle tone, and the ability to focus” (Arguin‐

chona & Tadi, 2021). This shows how our brain stem

associates with our subjective lens because our beliefs tell us

what to be afraid of. This is because our fight-or-flight

response system helps us respond to our external environ‐

ments, and when according to our subjective lens, we physi‐

cally respond based on the cognitive distortions we all

possess. For instance, when an encounter causes anxiety or

fear, that feeling will tell our body how to respond such as to

run or to fight back at whatever is causing us to feel fearful.

In the podcast, Two for You, they describe the RAS as the tool

that’s connecting our subconscious with the conscious part

of the brain (Rothstein & Stromme, n.d.). You can think of

the RAS as a sort of ‘filter’ for your brain. This filter is your

brain's way of protecting itself, because if we didn’t have this

filter, there would be way too much information flooding

our consciousness throughout the day.
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For example: Have you ever had the experience of going out and

buying a new car? And just as soon as you start driving your new

car around you start to notice that same car everywhere?

This is your RAS telling you what to pay attention to and

what not to pay attention to. This makes the RAS a key

player in accomplishing your goals. It filters out unnecessary

information that interferes with the processing of important

information we need.

When our fears escalate to phobias, it’s almost as if the fight-

or-flight system has been compromised and you are more

adjusted for flight than you are for fighting your fear. By

learning to change your core beliefs, your subjective lens will

alter as well making the things you fear and gain anxiety

from seem less threatening. So remember, the strategies

below cannot be effective if you aren’t also working to

address your negative, harmful beliefs.

Behavioral Experiments

Similar to other strategies like fact-checking and cognitive

restructuring, this one works by gathering information.

Behavioral experiments are scheduled activities that are

meant to test the accuracy of a person’s beliefs about them‐

selves, the world, and other people. They are also used to test

new, adaptive beliefs that a person is learning with CBT.

Behavioral experiments are also effective in helping

someone recognize if their predictions will come true or not,

or if they are based on fear, anxiety, and ideas about the
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world that are irrational. As you know, not everything we

believe is true, and when we don’t realize that, our beliefs

can cause us a lot of suffering.

Strategy: Self-Monitoring

This strategy can be a helpful way of tracking your behavior.

Because we tend to excessively overestimate or underesti‐

mate the severity of our behaviors, keeping track of your

behavior is to:

1. Understand how often the behavior is engaged.

2. Identify what patterns in an individual's life are

leading them to their harmful behavior.

Self-monitoring is especially helpful if you struggle with

substance abuse. This is because you are able to see not only

how often you use, but you’ll be able to understand what

makes you want to use and the intensity behind your urges.

Strategy: Exposure Therapy

This strategy asks you to slowly expose yourself to things

that make you uncomfortable, perhaps things you fear. This

can get a bit sticky if you fear something that is actually

threatening, so DO NOT put yourself in (literal) harm’s way.

Exposure Therapy is often effective in treating anxiety

disorders. Individuals expose themselves to situations that

trigger anxiety until they eventually become desensitized to

those situations.
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Avoidance of these situations and fears can worsen the asso‐

ciated anxiety, and the anxiety can become generalized to a

wider range of triggering situations. Stress is normal, but

elevated chronic stress is abnormal. Chronic Stress means

consistent feelings of pressure and being overwhelmed. This

can cause elevated cortisol levels, which are mentally and

physically unhealthy. They can trigger or aggravate many

other problems such as depression, anger, pain, etc. Work is

the biggest source of chronic stress for many people, and

taking vacations is one of the best ways to recover from

burnout.

For example: If you fear something like spiders, you can slowly

watch spider videos and see if you feel less scared the more you

expose yourself to that thing.

Progress with this strategy won’t occur all at once, but rather

in increments so you don’t become overwhelmed by the

experience. Exposure therapy isn’t about forcing you to get

used to bad situations or feelings. It’s about helping you

navigate how you feel in those moments, it’s about regaining

control. This strategy will help you feel less vulnerable to

harm and more confident in your coping skills. Bring about

the idea of “that was easy”, like a Staples easy button.

Strategy: Activity scheduling

Think about your life as being a span of chunks of time; each

day is its own unit. Think about how you want to utilize

your time in this life. Do you tend to avoid activities because
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of fear? Or anxiety? Activity scheduling is a productive way

to establish good habits. It’s meant to help you increase

behaviors you know you need to do to stay on track of

changing your behavior. Once you have been able to identify

the behaviors you need to change, your goals can become

tackling the new behaviors you know will help you with

your problems. Here are some methods you can try:

Put it in the calendar

Writing the helpful new behaviors you’ve adapted into your

calendar increases the likelihood of you actually accom‐

plishing it. This is especially helpful if you procrastinate, or

if you have difficulty engaging with other people and fun

activities. Getting used to using a calendar can also help you

keep track of things you need to get done. Doing so can help

hold yourself accountable so that you stop putting things off

and avoiding responsibilities. You’re more likely to follow

through when you’ve already scheduled what you need to

get done. Once the burden of decision is gone, you may be

more likely to follow through.

Make a Pleasant Activities List

Spending your time doing pleasant activities helps you feel

less stressed, and helps you become emotionally healthier.

Take some time to build your list of pleasant activities that

you feel you are going to enjoy, and divide them into the
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chunks of time that make your life. I find this particularly

useful when I am feeling down, because in those moments, I

almost can’t think of a single thing that I enjoy. But seeing

these activities written down helps me see multiple ways to

bring myself out of a funk.

Develop a Social Contract

Write up a contract as if somebody else was also agreeing to

it. Write all the promises to yourself that you’re going to do

if that’s something that is relative to you. For instance, if you

need to go to the grocery store but have been putting it off,

then you’re going to write a contract that sounds something

like “I will drive myself to the grocery store. I will go into the

grocery store and make eye contact with two people. I will remind

myself that I am safe, I am whole, and I am secure.” By doing

this, you’re helping yourself reinforce the idea that nothing

is going to happen to you. You’re eliminating the possible

threat you are wary of and are allowing yourself to remain

empowered.

Strategy: Role Playing

Role playing is similar to exposure therapy in that you “enter

a difficult situation” by acting it out. This is so you can

examine your behavior. By playing out possible scenarios

you’re able to:
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Improve your problem-solving skills.

Become familiar with the difficult situations you

often find yourself in so you can trust how you

respond instead of just reacting.

Your communication and social skills will improve.

You will feel more empowered because you know

what you are and aren’t capable of in a situation,

knowledge that will offer you more control.

Strategy: Successive Approximation

This strategy is really helpful if you have difficulty finishing

a task. You may start it, but whether you feel overwhelmed

or not knowledgeable enough for the task, you just don’t

seem to finish it. That’s why successive approximation

works by doing only one step at a time. This means that

you're building up to facing an overwhelming situation.

Unlike role playing, you will tackle your stressors in incre‐

ments rather than all at once. You will be able to focus on

what is more achievable for you by starting with one step

(smaller aspect of the stressor) and building up to the main

event. With each successive step, you will build upon the

first and continue learning how to deal with the stressor. By

making your own capacity to deal with situations the focus,

you are better able to gain confidence in these stressful

moments you find yourself in.
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Inventory Exercise

The following exercise can be considered an inventory that

you can do at the end of every day. The goal here is to begin

understanding on a much deeper level the connection

between the life choices we make and the results we’ll

receive long-term. Make sure you have your journal or a

piece of paper handy. In order to break these choices down

into smaller components that make them easier to under‐

stand and manage, you will first draw three columns (or use

the space below):

The first column will include your life choices that you feel

you could have done differently or choices you may feel

regret or uncertainty towards.

�…

The second column will include the ways you could behave

differently in the future. The future could mean the next day,

week and so on. These are going to be your alternatives to

the not so great choices that you’ve identified in column one.

�…

The third column, and this is important, will be where you’re

emphasizing the choices that don’t feel good. This includes
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talking about every single detail of why you don’t feel good

about that choice.

�…

Ask yourself: How does unpacking my bad choices help me?

This is an opportunity to think about what positive choices

you can make instead of the negative ones that may be

running on auto-pilot. Remember, this is all about regaining

control of your cognition so you can have an awareness of

your behavior.





6

G R OW I N G  I N T O  Y O U R  B E S T  S E L F

POSITIVE AFFIRMATION: I am unique and I am empowered.

You’ve made it to Chapter 6! Take a deep breath and

congratulate yourself for being here. You’ve just finished

learning about the strategies that can help you step beyond

your fears and into a headspace where you control how

comfortable you are in a situation. We know fear can be as

healthy an emotion as it can be unhealthy, but we’re learning

how to disengage with the latter.

In this chapter, we’re going to become familiar with another

key step in learning how to empower yourself: learning to

navigate interpersonal relationships. In addition, we’re going

to continue learning how to gain the strength to confront

your fears by checking out the reasons we often struggle

with communication. We’re going to talk about the various
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communication styles, and I’ll explain why it’s necessary to

address your communication skills. Styles can mean the

difference between reducing our stress or bringing about

more stress into our day-to-day lives.

This chapter’s focus revolves around how your communica‐

tion skills can either alleviate or amplify the problems in

your life. So, this chapter is going to ask you to identify your

communication skills and habits. Look for the areas that can

be improved upon in order to receive the best outcome.

CO M M U N I C AT I O N

Communication is defined as the exchange of ideas, infor‐

mation, and feelings. This means that to communicate is to

share something with another person who reciprocates that

exchange. The point of going through communication is to

learn how to better understand others and yourself. This is

because knowing how to understand ultimately comes down

to the absolute truths we carry and the subjective lens

through which we see life through.

Learning how to communicate is learning how to change

your thoughts so you can control your feelings and behav‐

iors. Think back to cognitive restructuring. The whole point

is being able to identify false cognitions so that you can

behave better. This is an ongoing process in CBT. So, when

it comes time to execute your new behaviors, you need to
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know how to communicate in order to get your needs met.

Let’s go through the different communication styles:

1. Assertive Communication

It’s thought of as the most effective communication style

because it is direct. A person communicating with this style

has confidence that allows them to state their convictions in

a way that exhibits self-assurance but without belittling the

other person(s).

This kind of communicator uses a lot of “I” statements. This

person has no shame in owning their feelings and behaviors,

speaking very clearly what the “I” wants and needs.

However, this communicator is still able to actively listen to

another person. They’re calm and sensitive to other points of

views while not losing track of their own. This means that

an assertive communicator seeks balance in a conversation

rather than aiming to overpower the exchange.

If you want to become an assertive communicator, try these tips:

Learn to say “no”, when you don’t want to say “yes”.

Make eye contact.

Use more “I” statements. You want to speak from a

place of confidence.

Be vocal about expressing your needs, but be sure to

do so while still considering the needs of those you

are trying to communicate with.
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2. Aggressive Communication

You will usually know when someone is an aggressive

communicator because they come off as very hostile. This

person has a loud, demanding voice, a harsh tone, and often

comes off as being controlling and dominative. An aggres‐

sive communicator results in intimidation, blame, and is

used to threatening and attacking your personal characteris‐

tics in defense. Unlike an assertive communicator, an aggres‐

sive communicator isn’t interested in consensus but rather is

aiming to win no matter what.

This communicator does want to overpower the conversa‐

tion because they believe their voice matters above anyone

else's. Some would call this an “effective style” because many

leadership roles convey an aggressive communication style.

This is because they are great at issuing commands and

demanding respect, even if done in a rude, intimidating

manner. However, this isn’t a healthy way of communicating

because this communicator wants to let you know that

they’re right, and you’re wrong.

If you want to change to a healthier way of communicating, try

these tips:

Adjust your point of view (We’ve already discussed

how). Communication is an exchange, not a

competition. Instead of trying to win, hear the other

person out and at least be willing to accept that

you’re not always right.
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Check the hostility by examining your body

language! This is one of the biggest reasons

communication can be difficult. An aggressive

communicator’s immediate reaction is most often

threatening, making productive conversation

impossible. When you respond, see how your body

language and tone changes. Don’t intimidate by

getting too close and dominating the physical space.

Instead, step back, take a deep breath, and lower

your tone. This will provoke a calmer, productive

exchange.

An aggressive communicator wants to seem

confident, but really they are in defense mode. Their

self-assurance comes from undervaluing another

person’s feelings. Work on this by thinking about

how your behavior is being displayed and how it is

affecting whoever you’re speaking to.

3. Passive Communication

A passive communicator is the opposite of both the assertive

and aggressive communicator. A person with this kind of

style shows indifference and yields to those around them

when it comes to communicating. They don’t do well in

expressing their feelings and needs, and usually only allow

others to express themselves. Because of this, their behavior

leads to a lot of misunderstanding, resentment, and bottling

of emotions. For other people talking with a passive

communicator, it will be easy because the passive person
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wants to avoid confrontation and rarely will stand up for

themselves.

This communicator won’t often make eye contact and their

body language is very inward. They are typically “go with the

flow” types but this could also be due to their inability to

defend their convictions and say “no” instead of saying “yes”

all the time.

If you want to adjust to a more assertive way of communicating,

try these tips:

Own your feelings. Do this by using more “I”

statements and being confident in what you want to

say. I know it’s hard, but you want to value your own

opinions instead of allowing others’ to reign over

you and silence your contributions. Examine your

cognitive distortions and see where your thinking

needs to change.

Stop being a people-pleaser! You’re already good at

hearing other people out, but try and make sure that

others are hearing you out. It’s good that you can

compromise, but don’t compromise the parts of you

you want to convey, but for some reason can’t bring

yourself to.

Don’t overextend yourself by learning to say “no”! Your

time doesn’t belong to anyone else but you, so stop

relying on others to take advantage of you.
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4. Passive-Aggressive Communication

With this style, a person that communicates passive-aggres‐

sively never shows their true feelings, and because of this,

they tend to build up a lot of resentment. This resentment

bubbles over and shows itself by the person acting out in

indirect ways that subtly express anger. This is because a

passive-aggressive usually feels so powerless internally, that

they literally find it too hard to say how they’re really feeling,

so they just bottle everything up until they explode. Basi‐

cally, on the surface this person is passive, but below the

surface aggression is brewing.

A passive-aggressive communicator mutters under their

breath instead of being direct and addressing another person

head on. In fact, this kind of communicator even has diffi‐

culty acknowledging their emotions making it even harder

to express their anger and sadness in order to find a solution.

Oftentimes they’ll deny that there’s even a problem to

address in the first place. This contradicts their behavior

however, because this communicator typically resorts to

using the silent treatment or using their body language to

show how they feel even though they are saying the oppo‐

site. Like aggressive communication, this style is not healthy,

and should be worked on.
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If you want to adjust your passive communication style, try these

tips:

First, understand that not all relationships are going

to operate the way that you would like, making

productive communication really difficult. Instead of

retreating into yourself when you are feeling

unheard, approach conversations positively and

focus on your own reactions, not others’.

Try to spot where your anger stems from. You can

try a fact-checking exercise to work on this! Ask

yourself: what is contributing to the rising of this emotion

in order to figure out how it needs to be expressed?

Determine your own motivations in communicating:

What do you want to receive when you are

communicating with others? Are you seeking a solution or

are you wanting to lash out?

5. Manipulative Communication

Yep, it’s just what it sounds like. A manipulative communi‐

cator is cunning and deceitful. This is how they are able to

control others in a conversation, as well as influence other

points of views and behaviors of those around them. Similar

to a passive person, this kind of communicator also tends to

hide their true feelings and not express their truth. However,

a manipulative communicator isn’t hiding honest, genuine

feelings but is actually hiding what they don’t want the other

person to be aware of. They are getting away with something
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when they are communicating. This is often shown through

gaslighting.

Someone communicating in a manipulative manner

appears insincere, and has a tendency to belittle you in a

conversation. As can be expected, once you realize you’ve

been communicating with a person like this, future interac‐

tions will be affected. Occasionally, this kind of communi‐

cation can be useful if you’re in a position of trying to

diffuse a situation, but often it just leads to a lot of clashing

and patronization. This kind of communicator is very

aware of their needs and motivations, they just struggle to

get there honestly and with a clear interest in another

person’s needs.

If you want to work on not communicating this way, try these tips:

Be direct about your needs instead of hiding your

true feelings. This starts with accepting that your

way is not always the best way and that you’re only

hurting yourself by lying.

Know that being a manipulative communicator is

and will continue to damage your relationships. No

one responds well to this behavior, and will most

likely result in a lot of people around you feeling a

lot of resentment and anger because they’re aware of

your motivation to deceive.

Do not play off other people’s emotions. Instead,

stick to the facts in a given situation rather than
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pulling from the air what you think will get your

point across in a way that only benefits you.

It’s very common for someone to have more than one

communication style under their belt. These styles live on a

spectrum. You might notice if you don’t already do this

yourself, people switch their communication style based on

the other person and the situation. It’s so incredibly dire for

you to address the styles you communicate with because

your communication skills play a key role in how you under‐

stand your cognitions and so forth.

Why?

Good communication is so important for CBT, because the

only way to continue working on your behavior is to know

how to express your needs. Your behavior is your communi‐

cation, because you’re saying something with your actions.

Think about this: If you can’t ask for what you need from

someone, then you likely have negative thoughts about it

later on. These negative thoughts will probably be the

reasons you didn’t or won’t speak up.

For example: If you didn’t clearly express your needs with some‐

one, you might later be thinking “Oh, that person doesn’t care

about me because they should know I need help with this!”

I’m personally guilty of this. Sometimes when I don't speak

up, it’s because I was hoping the other person would already

know what I’m feeling. I thought like that because that’s how
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I am with people. I’m attentive and empathetic, so the

passive communicator in me is staying silent in the hopes

that the other person is being as attentive to my problems as

I am to theirs. But no one is a mind reader, right? Personally,

learning to be a more assertive communicator has been the

only thing that’s allowed me to have a voice and not feel

silenced or ignored.

Take a moment to think about which communication style you

adhere to: assertive, aggressive, passive, passive-aggressive, or

manipulative. Afterwards in the space below, write down the traits

of each style that you know you have, and the behaviors you

exhibit:

�…

Four Forms of Communication

To learn how to adjust your communication style to be

helpful for you and the people you communicate with, let’s

take a minute to learn about the four communication tech‐

niques that we present through each communication style:

1. Visual

You probably use visual forms of communication because we

do live in the digital era after all. From Instagram, to Twitter,

Tik Tok and more, communicating through images is the

norm.
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Because of the prevalence of this type of communication,

some may even say we’ve gotten very used to (or dependent

upon) understanding information this way more than any

other form. This is because visuals help a person stand out

and can be a direct way of getting your point across.

2. Written

Whether with pen and paper, through email, text, Instagram,

Facebook, etc., we write everyday. It’s an important skill

because it relies on the writer knowing how to effectively get

their point across with their words. This is why misunder‐

standing can often result from this form because of the poor

stringing together of words. Unclear messages and missing

information is often a problem. Unless you know exactly

how to correctly express yourself with writing, it’s better to

use more result forms like visually and verbally.

3. Verbal

Verbal communication means using your voice to speak!

Being able to efficiently communicate verbally is also a very

important skill because it’s not just your words being used.

Your tone and pitch play some of the biggest roles in effec‐

tive conversation, especially when it comes down to a formal

or informal conversation.

4. Non-Verbal

Sometimes we mean to, and sometimes we don’t mean to use

non-verbal communication. We talked about the silent treat‐
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ment, right? It’s common for most people to not be aware

when they react non-verbally. This is because it is displayed

using facial expressions, body language, and eye contact.

You can work on how you communicate through each style

simply by knowing the intentions behind your voice. What

do you mean to say? Are you showing that?

Think about how you communicate through each style. Are you

more verbal? Non-verbal? Are visuals your thing? Or, like this

book, do you communicate in written forms?

In the space below, record the forms you have been able to pinpoint

and list the forms you think would be beneficial for you in the

future.

�…

Connection

Most of the strategies in this workbook so far have been

related to changing your cognition so you can learn to

behave better towards not only yourself, but the people in

your life. So, if we are learning how to address the people

and problems that cause us to feel negatively, then knowing

how to effectively communicate is a valuable source for

creating meaningful connections with yourself and others.

Not only that, but while we’re trying to understand our

automatic and intrusive thoughts, it helps to know how to

change them if we can communicate how we truly feel.
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Those with poor social skills have higher rates of depression

and anxiety. That is why strong interpersonal connections

are so vital to us because they feed our most basic human

needs.

Refresher: (Refer to Maslow’s Pyramid)

Our basic human needs are on a five-tier scale. Beginning from

lowest to highest our basic needs are established as: Physiological,

Safety and Security, Love and Belonging, Esteem, and Self-Actual‐

ization.

Strong relationships make us feel secure, which provides us

feelings of love and belonging. So, how can you grow and

reach self-actualization, if you don’t have a stable circle of

interpersonal connections?

With the CBT Triangle and Maslow’s Pyramid in mind, how does

lack of secure relationships contribute to the decline of your mental

and physical health? Refer back to each model and try your best.

Record your answers below.

�…

Setting Boundaries

Unless you’re an assertive communicator, you most likely

have a really difficult time establishing boundaries. Bound‐

aries are borders marking the limits of a space. This means

that they indicate division. In this case, when we are talking
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about interpersonal relationships, then boundaries can be

understood as the limits that indicate how close you allow

others to get to you.

Why are boundaries important?

Sometimes we need to draw lines within our relationships!

“Boundaries are one of the measures of relationship health.

As such, they can contribute to your relationships with your

partner, children, family, and friends in positive or negative

ways” (Very Well Mind 2021). This means that boundaries

have a strong influence in how we communicate and relate

to others. We can’t both prioritize other people’s feelings

while also setting boundaries. They completely contradict.

So before you even try to establish healthy boundaries, keep

in mind that doing so is you putting yourself first! You can’t

continue to put everyone else first if you want to work on a

more loving relationship with yourself.

Having compassion for others is an invaluable characteristic,

but caring too much for others can feel draining at some

point because you aren’t reserving any of that positive

energy for yourself. Trust me, I know. This is kind of

sounding like the passive and passive- aggressive communi‐

cators right?

Does this apply to you?

At some point, you need to make a choice, continue to live in

others’ shadow by not respecting your needs and desires, or

work on changing those core beliefs so you can believe that
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you are worthy of loving yourself just as much as you love

others.

If you struggle with a lack of boundaries, it’s not your fault.

Some of us, because of our experiences, have ingrained

beliefs from either church, family, friends, or certain situa‐

tions, that taught us at one point or another that others

deserve to come before ourselves. This is most likely because

you are afraid to hurt someone’s feelings. Have you ever

thought that some people might feel hurt not because you’re

being mean or hurtful, but simply because their feelings aren’t

your priority? Like I said, it’s impossible to set boundaries

and cater to others’ feelings. So, sometimes you just have to

accept that you can’t always play the good guy.

That’s alright! Our experiences are meant to teach us lessons

so we can continue to grow. We can’t do that if we are

focusing on others too much.

Everyone’s responsible for their own experience.

Yes to Closeness, No to Distance

There’s a big difference between having boundaries and

having walls up. Walls are impenetrable boundaries that

keep everyone at arm’s length. It may be the safest option for

some because it makes them feel safe and protected, but this

prevents other people from ever getting close to you. Like I

mentioned earlier, we want strong relationships because they

contribute to our overall health and happiness. These rela‐
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tionships have a sense of closeness because they require a

certain level of trust.

Why? Because if we want to openly communicate, being

comfortable with vulnerability is the only way.

Setting boundaries is just about letting others be close to you

but in a healthy way that doesn’t push you or the other party

into codependency or disadvantage on either side. Close

interpersonal connections are about respecting one anoth‐

er’s needs, but also their limits. Healthy boundaries can help

you be independent while helping you to communicate

better.

Don’t get me wrong. Not everyone will respond to your

boundaries. These are the times that people should be kept at

arm’s length because their lack of respect can continue to

cause you to feel negatively. When we can have healthy

boundaries, we can continue to grow while also having close

people in your life to help you.

Try setting boundaries by repeating these mantras daily,

from Melody Beattie’s book, The Language of Letting Go:
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“Today, I will set the limits I need to set. I will let go of

my need to take care of other people’s feelings and

instead take care of my own.”

“I will give myself permission to take care of myself,

knowing it’s the best thing I can do for myself and

others.”

— BEATTIE, 1990

Below are a few CBT strategies you can try to work on your

communication skills:

Strategy: Shutting Up

Wait, what?

Monitoring your cognitions can also include not talking.

The purpose of this is to increase your awareness of how

your thoughts, emotions and behavior all influence each

other. Basically, the reason is to really ease you into the CBT

model (refer back to the CBT Triangle). By stopping to

ponder on your cognition process, you are learning to recog‐

nize what needs to be expressed and what doesn’t. You are

learning what will serve you and the situation you’re in

instead of doing the opposite.
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Try This: During your next conversation, practice your listening

skills by not focusing on how you’re going to respond yet. When it’s

your turn, first take 5–10 seconds to really absorb what you’re

hearing so you can choose how to respond before your emotions

choose for you.

Strategy: Problem-Solving

This is a good strategy to have in your back pocket for many

areas of your life. Probably because of all the hurdles we

encounter everyday from finances, career, relationships—

you name it. It’s just a part of life. Learning how to find solu‐

tions is the most effective way to solve a problem rather than

reacting on auto-pilot. Problem-solving can also look like

cognitive restructuring, because you are breaking down a

problem and being realistic and rational about trying to

solve it.

1. Define the problem

We all react to life in our own unique way (you remember

the subjective lens right?). You may avoid problems, or react

irrationally, compulsively, possibly with a slight or major

hint of aggregation.

Clearly describe the problem at hand.

If your emotions and feelings respond first for instance, then

how can you mentally process the problem in order to deter‐

mine your behavior? Use the space provided if required.
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�…

2. Think of solutions and decide how effective they’ll be

Think back to the steps in cognitive restructuring. You were

told to think about what you have control over in a

distressing situation. Do the same here. It helps to know

what you’re capable of in a situation so you know what

possible solutions you can use.

�…

3. Take action

Once you have your list of solutions, now is a critical

moment in this process: Do not back down from taking

control. All problems can be solved, and if you don’t try,

you’re not giving yourself the chance to use your voice.

Remember, we’re using problem-solving to improve

communication, and this strategy works best if you’re

communicating in an assertive manner.

�…

Strategy: Prosocial Activities

Prosocial behavior is when people act in ways that benefit

others. This can look like assisting someone in need, sharing
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resources, volunteering your time, and engaging with others

to complete goals. The common theme of these behaviors is

helping. Prosocial behaviors can be positive in the sense that

they replenish your energy levels and allow you to see the

positive habits rather than just the ones that are negative.

Being able to do this gives you an outsider’s perspective and

you’re able to view your life from another point of view.

There is a certain altruistic nature about being prosocial,

and this just means being helpful without expecting anything

in return. Remember that this can be very negative if we are

passive communicators and can’t say “no”. However, if you

are struggling with making social connections, then this

strategy can help break you out of fears that prevent you

from engaging with others.

Ask yourself: Do you have a fear of social situations? Do you tend

to avoid interacting with other people?

If you answered “yes”, you are going to identify that as a

problem and make the commitment to change your

behavior.

Changing your behavior can appear as you putting yourself

in a social or recreational situation that involves other

people. Participate in activities involving the community or

other social circles that you are or could be a part of.

Something to keep in mind: You want to get used to things that feel

good, not things that feel bad. Just remember that most new things

will feel weird at first, but the point is to release you from the
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safety of your negative beliefs and behaviors that you're so

comfortable with already.



7

T H I R D  WAV E  C B T

POSITIVE AFFIRMATION: With each new breath, I am growing

stronger.

We’ve covered a lot so far and I know you’ve learned a lot.

You should be proud of yourself. Now we’re going to move

into a range of CBT you’re probably more familiar with in

this day and age.

The “third wave” of CBT is considered to be one of the

newest approaches and incorporates mindfulness and medi‐

tation. Both have an abundance of great benefits including

the entrance of the theta alpha state which you will read

about here in this chapter. The techniques you use in this

chapter will also enable you to feel more relaxed and most

importantly, more aware! This is because these techniques

promote a higher sense of consciousness by forcing you to
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experience the present moment. Being present in a relaxed

state allows you to better mind your cognitions which ulti‐

mately gets you closer to changing your maladaptive core

beliefs.

M I N D F U LN E S S  M E D ITAT I O N

Mindfulness revolves around connecting to your present

moment. This practice will help you tolerate uncomfortable

emotions. By being mindful, you are paying attention to the

details of your experiences, while still noticing your

thoughts, emotions, and sensations as they appear within

you—based on what’s happening internally and externally.

It’s important to take into account feelings that are both

pleasant and unpleasant, and embrace them rather than

avoid them. Being mindful allows you to be more present

instead of allowing harmful, subconscious coping mecha‐

nisms to determine how you behave.

To understand mindfulness a little better, here’s an example

involving raisins:

For example: If you have some available, grab one now and put it

in your mouth. Pay close attention to what it looks like, smells like,

and feels like. By focusing on the raisin in your mouth and making

an effort to notice and describe to yourself every unique thing

about it, you are less likely to expend energy, time, and attention

on ruminating about your life’s stressors. The point is that being
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mindful brings you into the moment. More and more it will help

you to not get caught up in your thinking patterns.

Relaxation and Stress Reduction Techniques

Mindful meditation is simple: Focus on your breathing and

how it feels in your body at that moment. Focusing on your

breath produces that sense of calmness that makes us feel

safe in our mind and body. Practicing these meditative tech‐

niques below will give you the skills that can help you lower

your stress levels on your own! Doing so will allow you to

gain more control of your own experiences instead of

allowing your emotions to overpower you. These techniques

can include: imagery, deep breathing exercises, and muscle

relaxation to help center you and begin to relax.

Imagery Exercise

Also known as visualization, imagery means imagining a

scene that brings you a sense of calmness and release of

anxiety. This is very similar to anchoring in that you are

choosing an anchor, usually a scene, that allows you to feel

more at peace in a moment of extreme distress. You can

choose any scene that feels the most relaxing, such as a

wilderness setting, perhaps somewhere you’ve camped.

This is most helpful when supplemented with some calming

audio, like binaural beats!
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Here is a quick exercise for you to understand the basics of

using imagery as a relaxation tool:

1. Close your eyes and take a deep breath.

2. Begin to imagine a place where you felt rested.

3. You want to grab something from this image that

represents each of the five senses; Gather as much

detail as you can on what you taste, feel, smell, see,

and hear.

4. As you imagine your scene with as many details as

you can, begin to feel yourself drifting into the

restful image you’ve created for yourself.

Deep Breathing Exercise

This controlled breathing exercise can help calm your

nervous system and help you relax. It’s most helpful to do

this with your eyes closed.

1. Sit up in a straight-backed chair, lying flat on your

back, or cross-legged on the floor. You want to be

comfortable.

2. Focus on your breathing. One way to do this would

be focusing on the airflow in your nostrils and out

your mouth. Breathe in slowly, and exhale slowly.

Remember, you want to calm down, so don’t rush

through this exercise.
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Try This: As you inhale through your nose, count to four in your

head. When you get to four, hold your breath for another four

counts. Then exhale for another six counts and hold your breath

again when you reach six. Exhale completely, when you can’t

push any more air out and vice versa.

Imagine all the worries in your day exiting your body as you

exhale.

If you're lying down, you can focus on filling your belly

while inhaling, and dropping your belly while you exhale.

Practice breathing like this for five deep breaths.

3. Now broaden your focus to become aware of the

sensations you feel, the sounds around you, and your

thoughts that start floating on by.

4. Don’t think about these ideas and external factors

too much, you want to observe without placing judg‐

ment on them. If you feel your mind begin to drift

from this moment, re-center by re-focusing on your

breath.

Muscle Relaxation Exercise

This technique involves tensing your muscles, so be cautious

if you have chronic pain or muscle spasms.

You’re going to begin with your feet and move all the way to

your face.
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1. Get comfortable: remove any tight clothing, take off

your shoes.

2. Deeply breathe for a couple of minutes.

3. Now turn your attention to your left foot and focus

on how it feels.

4. Slowly begin to tense the muscles in your foot and

toes for five to ten seconds as you inhale, and then

exhale slowly as you release the tension. When you

stop tensing your muscles, notice the changes you

feel in your muscles and feel them relax as you

exhale.

5. Follow this to your ankles, calves, knees, thighs, and

hips.

6. Move to your upper back, chest, and shoulders.

Notice any areas where you feel pain or tension.

7. As you work up your body, it’s helpful to picture all

the tension, stress and pain leaving your body as

your muscles relax.

Meditation Exercise: Body Scan

You can be mindful with a simple body scan exercise to

bring yourself into the moment and out of your head. This

mediation will bring your attention to various parts of the

body. You’ll start with your feet to the shoulders. Use the

deep breathing exercise to center yourself before you begin.

Sit down or lie flat on your back. Make sure your legs aren’t

crossed and your arms are relaxed at your sides. You can do

this with your eyes open or closed.
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1. First, take three deep breaths.

2. When you feel relaxed and calm, turn your attention

to your toes. Imagine your deep breaths are flowing

to your toes. Keep your attention here for about four

or five seconds and then move your focus to the

soles of your feet. Notice any sensations you feel in

this part of your body and remember to keep

focusing on your breath in your feet.

3. Then shift your attention to your ankles and repeat.

Then focus on your calves, knees, thighs, and hips.

Focus on these areas for at least a minute. Keep

breathing, imaging your breath flowing to each part

of your body as you move.

4. Move to your torso, lower back, and your abdomen.

Feel your breath, see it flowing in your body.

5. Move to your upper back, chest, and then your

shoulders. Notice any areas where you feel pain or

tension.

6. Take three more deep breaths, see those breaths on

your body, flowing with each inhale and exhale.

7. Good job! Notice how your body feels. It’s always

good to stretch afterwards!

Mindfulness can also come in the form of guided meditation

for those people who have a hard time not wandering

around on different topics as thoughts start floating by.

These have been especially helpful for me because I am a

very distracted person. So, trying to sit still and stay calm
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can definitely be a challenge at times. That’s why learning to

meditate can be incredibly valuable. I didn’t see the benefits

at first but the more I forced myself to sit still and meditate,

the easier it got to remain calm for longer periods of time

and more was revealed to me.

Enter The Theta State

Doing mindful techniques like the ones we discussed will

help you to enter the theta alpha state.

Our brains are continuously producing electrical activity.

This is what enables brain neurons to communicate with

one another by sending each other signals. These electrical

signals are what are known as our brain wave activity.

There are five kinds of brain waves and each function at

different levels of speed. An EEG can be used to measure

these brain waves. Ranging from slowest to fastest, these

brain waves are:

delta

theta

alpha

beta

gamma

When it comes to calming ourselves down, we want to focus

on the theta brain waves. These are the waves that are acti‐

vated while dreaming or sleeping, but not when we experi‐
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ence rapid eye movement (REM). All five different waves

are necessary for a full spectrum of brain activity.

There are two frequencies our brains work on, and those are

beta and alpha waves.

Beta brain waves occur when there is the most electrical

activity in our brain, and alpha waves operate at a slower

frequency when there is less activity. This is understood as

beta waves being of a low amplitude but high frequency and

vice versa. “Where beta represents arousal, alpha represents

non-arousal” (Scientific American). For example, beta waves

would be occurring while we’re giving a speech or

performing in theater. The alpha state would occur when

we’re taking a casual stroll through the park or taking a

small break during work.

Theta waves are on a lower end of the spectrum but not as

low as delta waves. Both occur during sleep, but delta

happens when we’re in a deep sleep. We want to slow the

speed of our thoughts but not fall asleep! This is why we

want to be in the theta alpha state when practicing mindful

meditation. We still want to be present, and a theta alpha

state will allow us to do so while being in a relaxed state of

mind. The theta alpha state is the state our brains are in

when taking a nice hot shower. Have you ever noticed that

you have a flow of deep, creative, outside the box thinking

and new ideas pop up in the shower? To me the feeling is

similar to the feeling during “Yin” at the end of “Vin Yin

Yoga”.
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Theta Activity

When we’re flowing in meditative states, our theta activity is

increased. So, the more you meditate, the more powerful

your theta activity is. You know there are scientific reasons

we experience suffering resulting from past trauma and

cognitive distortions. Have you ever heard of muscle

memory? Well, our brains are like muscles in the sense that

they hold on to stuff. This means that outside of a mindful‐

ness practice, you will begin to feel calmer and more relaxed

in other areas of your life. Since the theta state of mind

promotes relaxation, unhelpful cravings, habits, and addic‐

tions are more easily curbed. This state is also linked to

producing more creativity and less stress.

Of course, you don’t always want to be in this state. The key

with using mindfulness techniques is to learn how to balance

the stress of everyday activities with a practice that can ease

the tension in your mind and body. The theta state is espe‐

cially helpful in order to keep up with the fast pace of our

external environments.

Some of the best benefits of learning to enter the theta state

is an improvement in communicating with your subcon‐

scious. This means that trying to practice CBT and change

your core beliefs is best supported by being mindful. Theta is

also helpful for those constantly engaging their fight-or-

flight responses. If fight-or-flight is typically triggered

through fear and stress, then the theta state can produce a
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calmness that allows you to take a minute to assess the situa‐

tion before reacting.

Brain Power

A study conducted by Dr. Dana Carney of Columbia Univer‐

sity found that humans and other mammals’ express power

with open and expansive postures. Picture a “power stance”

like the superman or superwoman pose: Open chest with

your fists on your hips and your pelvis thrusted forward.

The same goes for humans and mammals expressing power‐

lessness through closed, contractive postures. Studies have

shown that “posing in high-power non-verbal displays (as

opposed to low-power non-verbal displays) would cause

neuroendocrine and behavioral changes” (Carney et al.,

2010). This means that standing in an open position that

promotes a feeling of power, doing this literally changes

your brain chemistry. The feeling you derive with the pose
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sticks in your brain and actually improves your mental

health in connection with your body.

In the field of Neurobics, if you marry a physical action with

something unique, it creates new neural pathways and helps

you memorize things better. “Neurobics are activities, or

mental (cognitive) exercises that stimulate the brain, prevent

memory loss, and improve memory recall” (Metivier, 2022).

This means that neurobics intends to activate the muscles in

your brain just as physical exercise stimulates the muscles in

your body. Like anchoring and other meditation techniques,

when you involve more than one sense, you adapt to new

behaviors easily.

Try This: Stand in front of the mirror in the morning and stare at

yourself for a few minutes. Do you notice any resistance that may

be coming up? What beliefs do you have going on in you?

After pondering this, move into the power stance and record how

you feel.

�…

Attitude of Gratitude

Gratitude is always associated with happiness because it

produces feelings of contentment. Having an attitude of

gratitude has many benefits, including more positive overall

emotions and building and sustaining relationships. It also
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helps cope with adverse life events and recover with more

motivation. Essentially gratitude promotes resiliency.

There have been studies proving that expressing gratitude at

the brain level stems from the right anterior temporal

cortex. This same study showed that a reason some people

are more grateful than others is because of neurochemical

differences in the Central Nervous System from their

practices.

Founder of meditation training site, Ziva, Emily Fletcher

categorizes gratitude as a natural antidepressant. This is

because, “When we express gratitude and receive the same,

our brain releases dopamine and serotonin, the two crucial

neurotransmitters responsible for our positive emotions”

(Chowdhury, 2022). These neurotransmitters make us feel

good and immediately elevate our mood. Practicing grati‐

tude strengthens our neural pathways making our internal

brain functioning more positive in nature. By touching on

the reward center in our brains, gratitude has a good effect

on our subjective lenses.

In a study by Dr. Amit Kumar, participants were told to

write notes to someone(s) that had a positive impact on their

life such as teachers or friends. The notes had to be in-depth,

meaning more than just a thank you. Kumar’s study revealed

that the participants, after writing their notes of gratitude,

conveyed feelings of satisfaction in expressing their grati‐

tude (Chowdhury, 2022).
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Gratitude Exercise

Take a moment in the morning to just be with yourself. You

can set an intention by thinking about who you are and how

you want to show up for yourself today. This is a good time

to practice gratitude by just expressing all that you’re

grateful for. As you reflect, this time in the mirror will begin

to show positive effects on your productivity as well as your

performance throughout the day. Setting an intention for the

day also allows you to see how impactful you are and

provides a boost of confidence.

Positive Thoughts Exercise

You can increase the number of good thoughts in your mind

by taking some time to make a list of all the good thoughts

about yourself and what’s going on in your life right now.

Do so in the space below.

You can list whatever feels good to you. This can be your pet,

socializing with close friends, painting, dress up, or even

someone opening the door for you. List anything you

KNOW brings you joy.

In doing this exercise, you’re essentially giving yourself posi‐

tive affirmations and a pat on the back. If you begin to

notice the things that you do well, give yourself credit for

doing them be specific here.

�…
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Vision Boards

Vision boards can be a great tool for you to use to prime

your mind to accomplish the things you truly want in life

and reach your dreams. To put it simply, a vision board is

basically a collage of images that represent what you want in

life. You are conceptualizing the life you want. The purpose

of a vision board is to serve as a motivator guiding you

towards your dreams. People often refer to creating vision

boards as being the same as manifesting the things you want

in life. A woman mentor in my life uses vision boards often

and she has a very clear picture of what she wants out of life

as a result!

Now that you have all the tools and strategies in this chapter

and the ones previous under your belt, in the next chapter

you will learn how to set a goal plan for yourself.
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S E T T I N G  G O A L S

POSITIVE AFFIRMATION: I am working hard and something

amazing is around the corner.

Since CBT is meant to help you become your own therapist,

it’s important to establish a plan for yourself to hold you

accountable. Doing so gives you something tangible to work

towards, and helps you stay on track. We’ve talked about

having an intention and establishing what you want to

achieve. We’ve talked about how to tackle your emotions and

your cognitive and behavioral patterns. In this chapter, we’ll

talk more about how to solidify your intentions by setting a

realistic goal plan for yourself.

Some people may find it too stressful in the beginning,

which is why having a plan already laid out can be extremely

beneficial. Remember that it takes time to adapt to a new
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way of coping with something you may have been struggling

with your whole life.

S. M . A . R .T

Having SMART goals helps maintain a realistic plan that

allows you to begin where you’re currently at in your disorder,

addiction, or problem that you’ve been facing. As I said

earlier, not every CBT strategy will work for everyone.

Everyone is different and we’re not all suffering on the same

level.

SMART goals are assertions pertaining to what you want to

accomplish. They are structured in order to establish an

understanding within yourself as far as what you are capable

of achieving as you embark on healing with CBT.

Start by asking the questions of the SMART acronym:

Specific: What do you want to accomplish and what actions will

you take to get to your desired place?

You want to be very specific when you are setting your goal.

This is kind of like how the specific goal of this book is to

change your core beliefs rather than generally addressing

CBT techniques. You can get specific about your goal by

answering these “w” questions:
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Who: Who do you think needs to be present while

you are working with a CBT practice? Or who needs

to be absent.

What: Get more specific by directly stating what you

are trying to address with CBT.

When: When will you start your practice (more in the

“time-bound” section)?

Where: This is not always relevant to an individual,

but if it is, decide what location or setting is relevant

to your practice.

Which: Decide which things are going to be required

of you or which things could get in the way of your

goals.

Why: Most importantly, why are you setting your

goal?

Measurable: What will you use to measure your action steps and

performance in meeting your goals?

Measurable refers to measuring your progress. What kind of

metrics are you going to use to measure your performance

and effort? This could mean writing in your journal every

day, and you could use writing a thought record three times

a day as the metric you use. This is a great way to figure out

what could function as milestones for you.

For example: If your goal is to increase the amount of exercise you

do, then you can measure your progress by committing to four days

of running in the mornings. If your goal is to work on social anxi‐
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ety, then you can commit to try strategies that help you with that at

least twice per week. That could mean trying exposure therapy and

going to the mall or going to a social event.

Achievable: How achievable is your goal and do you have the skills

and resources to do the work?

Remember, the point of setting a goal and establishing a plan

is to make sure you begin where you’re at, not where you

think you should be. This means that there is no “I should

have started this months ago!” or, “I should start here

because I should already know this by now.”

That’s like being out of shape physically and trying to imme‐

diately jump into an intense exercise regimen. That can be

dangerous for your body, so it’s always better to adjust first

and not strain or force your efforts. The same goes for your

mental health! Your goal shouldn’t be one that involves you

“hoping” things turn out this way. Your goals need to be real‐

istic and actually attainable.

Relevant: How will your goal help you succeed in other aspects of

your life and why are you pursuing it?

If you are struggling with arachnophobia, then you probably

wouldn’t want to have your goals revolving around social

anxiety or having too much emphasis on something that

won’t help you get over your phobia. Make sure that your

goals align with the problem you’re trying to address.

Time-limited: Do you have a time frame for completing your goal?
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First of all, don’t begin a CBT practice if it’s not even some‐

thing you can fit into your life in a manageable way. This just

means that CBT isn’t a process that can be rushed or done

with little to no effort. We can all set a goal for ourselves but

if the timing isn’t realistic, you probably won’t get the results

that you expected to.

Establishing SMART goals will help you identify the specific

areas you need help in. This works by helping you focus on

what's important and what parts of your character deserve

the most attention in your current life. When you’re

thinking of good goals to have, you can try this by examining

what you want your goals to achieve. Consider your goals

this way, do they:

Add something to your life?

Enhance something in your life?

Create something for yourself?

Reduce something in your life?

Possibly even preserve something in your life?

If creating a goal list seems too daunting, confusing, or diffi‐

cult, consider the behavior exercises that you learned about

in Chapter 5. A few of them are meant to be executed in

increments. You can apply that same method to your goal

setting. It can help to establish your goals as you go, espe‐

cially since sometimes, goals can change depending on your

process.





C O N C L U S I O N

Congratulations! You should be very proud of yourself.

Notice any new thoughts and feelings you’re experiencing

now that you’ve reached the end of this workbook.

Cognitive Behavior Therapy is a psychological treatment,

but that doesn’t mean you need a therapist or a psychologist

to practice it. CBT is for anyone, and anyone can do it!

I want you to think back to those three questions I asked you

at the end of the Introduction:

What were your answers? Have they changed? Record your

answers below.

1. What core beliefs are you hoping to change with CBT?

�…
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2. What place do you hope to arrive at once you’re able to

learn these strategies?

�…

3. Why do you want to change your thoughts and behavior?

�…

Hopefully by this time you’ve been able to identify some core

beliefs. Before we say goodbye to one another, we’re going to

go over some of the ideas we’ve covered and the types of

strategies you can use to practice the new behaviors you’ve

learned through each technique.

R E V I E W

First, we know that we’re all experiencing life according to

our own core beliefs, which contain those absolute truths

we’ve been conditioned to accept as fact. These absolute

truths are present through our subjective lenses. It’s these

subjective lenses which influence our perceptions about the

world and ourselves.

According to Aaron Beck’s Cognitive Model, our subjective

lens determines how we understand a situation. Based on

this understanding, a situation will trigger automatic

thoughts which then provoke specific emotional, behavioral,

and physiological responses. Remember, it’s our perceptions
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that decide how we feel, which is understood with the CBT

Triangle.

How can we understand our core beliefs?

By locking the CBT Triangle in your head: Activating Events

trigger our thoughts, emotions/feelings, and behaviors, and

all influence each other.

The hardest part of changing our core beliefs is having to

identify them and our cognitive distortions. What are your

cognitive distortions?

Black and White Thinking

Catastrophizing

Overgeneralization

Muddy Filter

Unqualifying

Jumping the Gun

Magnification or Minimization

Emotional Facts

“Should Have” Statements

Labeling Lies

Personalization

These cognitive distortions are what contribute to so many

disorders and issues that people deal with on a daily basis—

they’re the traps that our mind creates due to the pain and

trauma we have experienced. Cognitive distortions are huge

red flags and can easily tell you that something in your
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cognitions needs to change. Starting with the beliefs that

have solidified these distortions in the first place.

How can we go about tackling our cognitive distortions?

Consider Maslow’s Pyramid and The Franklin Reality

Model. We as humans have a hierarchy of basic human needs

that need to be satisfied if we are to continue to grow. We

first must have that initial desire to grow as well to be able to

efficiently locate false beliefs, otherwise it’s all too easy to

continue lying to ourselves about having a problem that

needs fixing.

How do we know our basic human needs are being satisfied?

Use the Reality Model to identify what principles are

allowing or not allowing those needs to be met.

The strategies you can use during your CBT practice

include:

Anchoring

Fact-Checking

Thought Records

Cognitive Restructuring

Journaling

Behavioral Experiments

Self-Monitoring

Exposure Therapy

Activity Scheduling

Role Playing

Successive Approximation
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Shutting Up

Problem-Solving

Prosocial Activities

Mindfulness Meditation

Relaxation and Stress Reduction Techniques

All of the above will not only help you break your negative

patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors—they will also

help you maintain the positive changes you make.

Remember that any kind of therapy, not just CBT, requires

consistency. In fact, making any new behavior of any kind

won’t become a habit unless enacted on a consistent basis.

This also means doing every part of an exercise or skill too,

because all are meant to work in conjunction with other

methods of CBT.

For instance, meditating once may help you feel a little

better in the moment, but unless you’re practicing mindful‐

ness daily, you’re not going to reap many benefits. Another

example would be practicing cognitive restructuring without

writing anything down or keeping a thought record. Writing

things down is a key component not just because it helps

with memorizing, but it also helps you keep track of your

behavior.

Many people won’t need to try every single strategy and skill

of CBT, such as someone with anger issues. Most likely that

person may only try meditation or anchoring and not the

other methods. That’s okay; do whatever works for you, and
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don’t push yourself to do things you aren’t ready for. This is

especially important to keep in mind because our traumas

have existed in us for a long time, and force won’t help us

any quicker. In fact, forcing treatment could possibly have

the opposite effect and may cause you to reject CBT or any

other kind of therapy in the future.

When I first started practicing CBT strategies, I made the

mistake of thinking that I was special. By that I mean that I

decided knowing about CBT was good enough, because at

least I knew how to get better.

But I didn’t—and life taught me that lesson very quickly.

There is a prayer that is used in Recovery Communities

called the Serenity Prayer, (Insert whatever higher power

you believe in) “Grant me the Serenity to Accept the things I

cannot change, the Courage to change the things I can, and

the Wisdom to know the difference”. See, you must have the

Courage and Power to carry those things out because having

the Wisdom just isn’t enough.

Knowing you need help is not the same as getting it. Don’t

forget that healing first requires the desire to change, not

just the knowledge. You have to want to get better, otherwise,

you probably won’t.

I want you to take with you this statement: My thoughts are

not facts, and all my problems have solutions.
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Not only that, but I want you to know that you’re not alone.

With continuous practice, CBT will change your life for the

better, and for the long run. So above all, be willing, and

practice, practice, practice! As I always say, practice makes

progress. Be well my friends.

Watch your thoughts, they become your words; watch your

words, they become your actions; watch your actions, they

become your habits; watch your habits, they become your

character; watch your character, it becomes your destiny.

— LAO TZU (TAO TE CHING)
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